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A B S T R A C T

Background: Many author indices exist to gauge academic productivity. Several of these indices are calculated
based upon an author's scholarly publication record, but the measurement methodology to calculate each index
varies considerably, and the precise function being used, as well as the end result, is often complex and difficult
to assess.
Method: Two straightforward methods to weigh author productivity from the publication and citation record
were evaluated as possible means for providing a clearer assessment of scholarly activity. The author char-
acteristic index (termed c-index) assigns author rank for each publication based upon author position. The
characteristic prime (c') -index normalizes author rank from author position, so that the total weight per pub-
lication is unity. The top 10 scholars with keyword 'celiac disease' in the Google Scholar database were then
assessed using these metrics. Rankings according to total number of publications, h-index, and c- and c'-indices
were compared, then tabulated along with total papers included for assessment, and mean values per paper for
author position, number of authors, citations, and year of publication.
Results: The order of the top ten authors with keyword 'celiac disease' varied substantially depending upon
whether the h-index, c-index, or c'-index was used as a gauge. The characteristic indices assign credit to authors
according to their position in an author list. The affiliated metrics provided a more complete picture of scholarly
activity.
Conclusions: Academic achievement by scholars, based upon quantitative publication characteristics, has re-
cently become of interest for evaluating job candidates, for determining work performance, and for bestowing
awards and honors. The characteristic indices as described herein are readily calculated and interpreted, and
may improve the assessment of scholarly activity.

1. Introduction

Quantitative metrics are increasingly being utilized as measures of
personal achievement [1]. These including credit score, daily exercise
parameters, and fitness parameters, including body mass index (BMI)
[2]. Quantitative metrics pertaining to academic achievement are now
often implemented to assess job applicants and job performance, and in
consideration for bestowing awards and other honors [3]. Yet, it is
often the case that the calculation, and the value calculated, are not
readily understandable and interpretable, and/or their impact on
scholarly performance is not readily elucidated.

The h-index has become a pervasive measure of academic
achievement [4]. It is based upon author publications, and the number
of citations for each of the publications. The h-index can be defined as

follows. A particular scientist's peer-reviewed publications are first
listed in order from highest to lowest number of citations. The data used
for calculation of the h-index are simply the number of citations per
publication, displayed from highest to lowest citations, and the row
number of each publication. Thus for example, if the top three author
publications x, y, and z have the following values:

x (100 citations) 1
y (50 citations) 2
z (25 citations) 3

The important parameters for calculating the h index are: 100 ci-
tations: row 1, 50 citations: row 2, 25 citations: row 3. When the
complete list is displayed, not just the top three as above, then the last
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row in the list in which the number of citations is still greater than or
equal to the row number is the h-index. Thus, the h-index is an integer
value.

However, the h-index depends in part on the source by which
publications and citations are included and counted for each person.
Two commonly used sources are the Science Citation Index (SCI), and
Google Scholar. The SCI is rigorous in the sense that journals included
in this source must pass a number of stringent criteria. The SCI is also
exclusive; one must have access to a subscription to view the entries. It
is not open access. Whereas, Google Scholar is more inclusive of new
and upcoming academic journals as sources, and anyone with access to
the Internet can view it. Furthermore, Google Scholar may include
publications other than just those that are peer-reviewed, including
conference papers and US patents. A particular subject's h-index will
often be higher in Google Scholar as compared with SCI, because many
more journals are included in Google Scholar, and citations from these
journals are counted. Regardless of source, the h-index can be time-
varying. Whenever a new citation appears for a particular author, it is
used in the calculation of the h-index and contributes to a change in its
value. Uncommonly, the h-index can also decrease, if there is a re-
traction of a publication, or when the indexing agency makes an error
and updates. Many different variations on the h-index have been de-
veloped [5].

The h-index is limited in several ways. It is simple, and does not
consider any measurement beyond counting h papers with h citations.
Thus the index does not consider the field of publication. A particular
researcher may publish in a single field or in two or many fields.
Furthermore, the profile of the citation curve is not considered. For
example, if a particular scientist has published only four papers, but
each of these papers has 1000 citations, the h-index=4. Likewise, if a
scientist has published only four papers, but each of these papers has 4
citations, the h-index= 4. There is a difference in the academic
achievement of these individuals, yet the h-index would fail to show it.
Moreover, the h-index does not account for author position in the au-
thor list, nor the relative contribution of a particular author for any
particular published paper [6]. In some journals, author contribution is
stated in the paper [7]. However, it is rare that these contributions,
which may include data acquisition, data handling, data analysis, in-
spiration for the study, reference gathering, paper writing, and reading
and correcting the paper, are assigned percentage values. Even if they
were, such percentage values would likely be subjective and biased.

A number of variations with respect to the h-index have been in-
troduced in the literature to account for other variables [8]. It is gen-
erally agreed upon that the first author and perhaps the senior (last)
author, contribute the most work to any particular paper [9]. The
second author and the second-to-last author may be considered to have
contributed the next largest amount toward the study, and so on, so that
the middle authors may be considered to have lesser importance in
developing the article [10]. Herein, a variation of the h-index is im-
plemented which is readily calculated, easy to understand, and con-
siders author position in the list as a measure of contribution to each
study. Although it does not remedy the case above where an author has
four papers with either 1 or 1000 citations each, it can be considered as
a suggested first step in improving author index metrics.

2. Method

Since Google Scholar is readily available to the public, as it does not
have a paywall, and because it is easy to use and to refer to, it was
selected for our study to assess author indexing [11]. A major back-
ground of most of the authors of this study is celiac disease. The key-
word 'celiac disease' was thus selected as the topic for which to assess
author indices. Google Scholar ranks authors based on total number of
publications in the journals it indexes [12]. The top 10 authors in
Google Scholar who listed 'celiac disease' as one of five keywords to
describe their work were assessed. The publications of these authors

included those pertaining to celiac disease, but also those related to any
other topic that a particular author has investigated during the course
of academic activity. Thus some of these authors, although listing celiac
disease as an area of interest and expertise, may have many more
publications in fields only distantly related to celiac disease, or com-
pletely unrelated to celiac disease. Authors are identified by a letter,
based on total number of publications in Google Scholar.

In Table 1, the top 10 authors describing their work by including
'celiac disease' as a keyword are noted. The order of the authors is
determined from their total number of publications, according to
Google Scholar, at the time of the analysis. Publication number in-
creases as more publications are attributed to each author. They can
also sometimes decrease - when Google Scholar errs in its tally, fol-
lowed by correction, or if a paper were to be retracted. The h-index is
also shown. The ranking would differ when using h-index to assess
scholarly activity, as compared to total number of publications. The
work of some of these authors mostly pertains to celiac disease. How-
ever, the work of other of the authors may be divided between two
main subjects, such as celiac disease and cardiology, or it may be di-
vided among many subjects. The listings of Table 1 do not consider
author position in their publications.

To consider author position, a characteristic index of scholarly ac-
tivity that assigns weight was utilized. This technique has also been
commonly used in prior work. The position p for calculating the char-
acteristic index is:

1st or last author: p= 1

2nd or 2nd to last author: p= 2

3rd or 3rd to last author: p= 3

…

n or nth to last author: p= n (1)

The weighted contribution of the author to a particular paper
wc=1/p. Thus for first or last authorship wc is 1/1= 1, for second or
second-to-last authorship wc is 1/2=0.5, for third or third-to-last
authorship wc is 1/3= 0.33, and so on. In Table 2, the top cited papers
of author J, Table 1, are given as an example, since the h-index is re-
latively low, so that the number of rows needed for illustration will be
relatively short. Shown for each paper, columns from left to right, are
the author's location in the author list, the total number of authors on
the paper, the number of citations attributed to the paper, its year of
publication, the row number (which is also the sum of contributions to
the h-index), the author's position in the author list according to the
weighting paradigm described above (for example if listed at location 6
out of 7 authors, position is 2, if listed at location 7 of 9 authors, po-
sition is 3), the weight according to the characteristic index wc, and the
sum of weighted contributions according to the characteristic index.
The elements of the citations column decreases monotonically, while
those of row number and the sum of weighted contributions increase
monotonically. As described in the Introduction, the h-index is defined

Table 1
Traditional Author Indices, used in Google Scholar.

Author total cites h-index

A 24914 78
B 17859 63
C 16404 69
D 10034 45
E 7281 43
F 5410 35
G 5349 22
H 3710 38
I 3175 30
J 2872 28
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as the row after which the value in the citation column is less than the
row number. For the h-index calculation, author weight wh is unity for
all papers regardless of author position, and thus the sum of h weighted
contributions (Σ wh, Table 2) increases by 1 in every row. The h-index
is therefore the row after which the value in the citation column be-
comes less than Σ wh. The value is 28, an integer, noted by an asterisk.
Similarly, the c-index is defined as the row after which the value in the
citation column becomes less than the sum of c-index weighted con-
tributions (column Σ wc, Table 2). Note that the sum of c contributions
increases fractionally, except when the author is listed as first or last
author, in which case the weighted contribution equals 1, the same as
for the h-index. The crossover of Σ wc with citations, the c-index, is also
marked by an asterisk, and it is a real numbered value (24.23).

In Table 2, when the contribution of the author to each paper is
small (i.e., author's position is toward the middle of the author list), the
sum of weighted contributions (Σ wc) will increase more slowly than
the h index, and thus the crossing with the citations column will occur
further down in the list (c-index is smaller than h-index). However, if
the author location for all published papers were to be either first or last
in the list of authors, then wc would equal 1 in each row, and the sum of
contributions column would be the same as for the h-index (Σ wc= Σ
wh). Hence:

c-index≤ h-index (2)

Furthermore, the h-index is always an integer, while the c-index is
always a real number.

As a variant of the c-index, although also weighted according to

author position, the characteristic prime index (c'-index) is fractional
and based upon a harmonic series. To normalize so that the total con-
tribution for all authors per paper equals unity, author weighting is
calculated as follows:

1 author: 1/x= 1

2 authors: 1/x + 1/x = 1

3 authors: 1/x + 1/2x + 1/x = 1

4 authors: 1/x + 1/2x + 1/2x + 1/x = 1

5 authors: 1/x + 1/2x + 1/3x+ 1/2x + 1/x = 1

6 authors: 1/x + 1/2x + 1/3x+ 1/3x+ 1/2x + 1/x = 1

7 authors: 1/x + 1/2x + 1/3x+ 1/4x+ 1/3x+ 1/2x + 1/x = 1 (3)

To calculate the c'-index, first solve for x. Then:

y= author position · x (4)

The weighed c' contribution is wc'= 1/y. An example is shown in
Table 3 (author J, as in Table 2). For the paper with the most cites, in
row 1, the author is 6th of 7 total authors. Based upon the equations
shown above, for 7 authors, x=3.92. The author position p=2, and
y= p · x=2 · 3.92= 7.84, which is noted in Table 3. The weighted c'
contribution wc'= 0.13. The sum of contributions for the c'-index (Σ
wc') is shown. The point after which the citations value crosses Σ wc' is
the c'-index (not shown for brevity). In the Results section, graphs were
constructed of citations, sum of c contributions (c-index), and sum of c'
contributions (c'-index).

Since the c'-index weighs author contribution as a smaller fraction
per paper as compared with the c-index, its calculated value will gen-
erally be smaller than the c-index. In general:

c'-index≤ c-index≤ h-index (5)

However, if all of the publications of a particular author were single
author papers, then:

c'-index= c-index= h-index (6)

3. Results

The c-index and affiliated statistics for celiac disease authors are
provided in Table 4. The c-index values (Table 4) are less than h-index
values (Table 1) for all authors. Other information is shown including
the average position of the author in the list of authors for all pub-
lications (Av Pos), average number of authors per publication (Av Au/

Table 2
Calculation of characteristic index (c-index).

Location Total # Cites Year Row #= Σ wh Position wc=1/p Σ wc

6 7 449 1999 1 2 0.50 0.50
1 2 167 2001 2 1 1.00 1.50
3 10 114 2009 3 3 0.33 1.83
1 3 106 1994 4 1 1.00 2.83
4 13 99 2012 5 4 0.25 3.08
7 9 95 2006 6 3 0.33 3.42
4 5 90 2009 7 2 0.50 3.92
1 3 75 2007 8 1 1.00 4.92
3 7 71 2009 9 3 0.33 5.25
7 10 68 2010 10 4 0.25 5.50
1 10 67 2007 11 1 1.00 6.50
1 6 60 2010 12 1 1.00 7.50
4 6 60 1997 13 3 0.33 7.83
4 5 59 2012 14 2 0.50 8.33
1 3 55 2005 15 1 1.00 9.33
5 9 47 2008 16 5 0.20 9.53
4 8 38 2011 17 4 0.25 9.78
1 1 38 2000 18 1 1.00 10.78
1 6 36 2009 19 1 1.00 11.78
1 5 34 2010 20 1 1.00 12.78
1 5 33 2004 21 1 1.00 13.78
1 7 32 2011 22 1 1.00 14.78
1 6 31 2010 23 1 1.00 15.78
5 10 31 2008 24 5 0.20 15.98
1 4 30 2001 25 1 1.00 16.98
1 3 30 2001 26 1 1.00 17.98
1 6 28 2011 27 1 1.00 18.98
7 10 28 2011 28* 4 0.25 19.23
3 3 28 1992 29 1 1.00 20.23
1 5 27 2012 30 1 1.00 21.23
1 2 27 2008 31 1 1.00 22.23
1 5 26 2012 32 1 1.00 23.23
1 5 25 2010 33 1 1.00 24.23*
1 5 24 2013 34 1 1.00 25.23

Location= location of the author in the author list, Total= number of authors,
# Cites= number of citations (time dependent), Year= year of publication,
Row #= Σ wh= sum of contributions per paper to form the h-index,
Position= author position, wc= 1/p=weighting for the characteristic index
calculation, Σ wc= sum of contributions per paper to form the c-index.

Table 3
Example of characteristic prime index (c'-index).

Location Total # Cites Year Row #= Σ wh y wc'= 1/y Σ wc'

6 7 449 1999 1 7.84 0.13 0.13
1 2 167 2001 2 2.00 0.50 0.63
3 10 114 2009 3 13.71 0.07 0.70
1 3 106 1994 4 2.50 0.40 1.10
4 13 99 2012 5 20.16 0.05 1.15
7 9 95 2006 6 13.11 0.08 1.23
4 5 90 2009 7 6.66 0.15 1.38
1 3 75 2007 8 2.50 0.40 1.78
3 7 71 2009 9 11.76 0.09 1.86
7 10 68 2010 10 18.28 0.05 1.92

Location= location of the author in the author list, Total= number of authors,
# Cites= number of citations (time dependent), Year= year of publication,
Row #= Σ wh= sum of contributions per paper to form the h-index, y= an
intermediate parameter used in calculating the c'-index, wc' =weighting for the
characteristic prime index calculation, Σ wc'= sum of contributions per paper
to form the c'-index.
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paper), average number of citations per paper (Cites/paper), average
year of publication (Year), and total number of publications needed for
the c-index calculation (# Papers). The c-index value for Author J is 33,
the same as the number of rows needed to reach the c-index, Table 2.
The average position, authors per paper, and cites per paper were cal-
culated for Author J using 33 papers, and so on for the other authors in
the table. The c'-index and affiliated statistics for celiac disease authors
are shown in Table 5. The c'-index values (Table 5) are lower than c-
index values (Table 4) for all authors. A longer list of publications was
used to calculate the c'-index as compared with the c-index (compare #
Papers, Tables 4 and 5). Because of the different number of papers
needed to calculate the c-versus c'-indices, the values of the average
parameters in Tables 4 and 5 differ, as well as the indices themselves.
Since more publications are used to calculate the c'- as compared with
the c-index, and since the list of publications is ranked according to
citations, the average cites per paper is smaller for the c'-index as
compared with the c-index. Of note, the author labeled G has large
average values for position and authors per paper. This was due to the
fact that one paper in particular skewed the data, in which the author
was listed as author number 383 of 2366 total authors listed. This
paper, published in 2016, had been cited 3916 times at the time of this
analysis. This skewed the average authorship position for G to greater
than 10, Tables 4 and 5, as compared with the average authorship
position of other authors, approximately 2–4. It also skewed the
average number of authors per paper for G to greater than 50, Tables 4
and 5, yet the average authors per paper of other authors is approxi-
mately 5–10. This skew has very little effect on the c- and c'-indices - it
is just used for weighting one of the values in the calculation. However,
as is evident in Tables 4 and 5, it does affect the mean values for author
position and average authors per paper, as it should. The h-index, in
comparison, is not calculated by the number of authors per paper, and
thus is unaffected by this statistic.

In Table 6, the rank of the 10 authors with celiac disease as a
keyword is shown for the various indices. The authors A-J are listed
according to total citations from Google Scholar. The h-, c-, and c'- in-
dices only partially correspond to the ranking by total number of ci-
tations per author. Author A is ranked in first place for all indices. The

c- and c'- indices change the ordering more than does the h-index, likely
due to the inclusion of author position as a part of the weighting.

Table 6 displays rankings, which are integer values. In contrast,
continuous values for some of the parameters used for calculation can
be displayed as profiles. In Fig. 1, citations per paper are shown versus
paper number, where papers are numbered according to their citation
count. The author identifier is denoted next to each trace. The paper
number at the end of each trace is equal to the number of papers used
for the c'-index calculation, for reference. Author A has the highest
number of citations per paper across the graph. Similarly, author B has
a high citation count for all papers. Authors D and I have intermediate
citations, while author J has a relatively low number of citations per
paper, although higher than the author identified as G. Author G's first
paper, as mentioned prior, had 3916 citations as of the time of the
analysis; thus paper number 1 spikes to a high level for this author (the
ordinate axis, Cites per paper, is based on log 10).

In Fig. 2, the running tabulation of the sum of paper contributions
for c-index calculation (Σ wc) is shown. Traces are toward the top of the
graph for authors A, D, I, and J as well as other authors, indicating that
the position of these authors on each paper is relatively high. For the c'-
index, Fig. 3 traces of Σ wc' are toward the top of the graph for authors
A, I, J, as well as some other authors, indicating that both the position
of these authors on each paper is relatively high, and that the total
number of authors per paper is relatively low.

Table 4
The c-index and Affiliated Statistics.

Author c-index Av Pos Av Au/paper Cites/paper Year # Papers

A 66.1 2.0 6.6 223.1 2003.0 88
B 35.2 4.2 13.5 187.8 2009.6 84
C 47.8 2.9 12.1 134.9 2005.2 94
D 36.0 2.1 8.5 154.2 2002.7 54
E 35.8 2.2 6.6 76.4 2001.2 54
F 32.6 3.1 11.1 109.5 2011.6 38
G 17.3 16.5 97.9 196.9 2003.7 26
H 20.6 3.4 10.8 72.1 2007.6 47
I 25.0 1.5 5.0 70.4 2011.8 32
J 24.2 1.9 6.0 66.8 2006.5 33

Table 5
The c'-index and Affiliated Statistics.

Author c'-index Av Pos Av Au/paper Cites/paper Year # Papers

A 35.5 1.9 6.2 165.8 2004.0 132
B 14.9 4.5 13.2 121.2 2010.4 141
C 22.7 2.9 11.9 96.3 2006.0 152
D 17.0 2.0 8.2 101.6 2003.9 91
E 20.0 2.1 6.1 54.6 2002.3 97
F 19.4 2.5 9.4 80.6 2011.7 58
G 7.4 11.5 67.8 135.3 2004.1 39
H 8.0 3.1 10.1 55.2 2008.8 66
I 13.7 1.7 5.4 46.8 2012.3 59
J 13.2 1.8 5.7 53.3 2006.5 46

Table 6
Rank of authors by various indices.

Author total cites h-index c-index c'-index

A 1 1 1 1
B 2 3 5 6
C 3 2 2 2
D 4 4 3 5
E 5 5 4 3
F 6 7 6 4
G 7 10 10 10
H 8 6 9 9
I 9 8 7 7
J 10 9 8 8

Fig. 1. Graph of cites per paper versus paper number, for 10 authors with
keyword 'celiac disease' in Google Scholar. Papers are ordered from most to
lesser citations. Thus, papers having the most citations are to the left on the
graph. Toward the right on the graph, many author papers have similar, albeit
lesser, number of citations. The ordinate axis has a log 10 scale.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Summary

In this study, several author indices were computed and compared
for the top 10 authors who listed 'celiac disease' as a keyword on Google
Scholar. Google Scholar ranks authors based on total number of pub-
lications in a particular field or topic. Author ranking using h-, c-, and
c'- indices varied as compared to total number of publications (Table 6).
The h-index ranks authors by determining h publications with h or more
citations. However, the characteristic indices c- and c'- modify the
calculation by altering the weighting of author contribution for each
paper (Tables 2 and 3). The c-index calculation considers author posi-
tion in weighting author contribution. The c'-index calculation con-
siders not only author position in weighting author contribution, but
also total authors per paper. The h-index is an integer value, while the
c- and c'- indices are real numbers. Besides calculation of these indices,
mean values of auxiliary parameters were also tabulated, i.e., mean
values of author position, total authors per paper, citations per paper,
and publication year. The papers from which the mean values were
computed were those that were utilized for index calculation (Tables 4
and 5). Together, all of these parameters provide a broad picture of
publication achievement. Additional detailed information was graphed,

based on monotonically increasing or decreasing parameters. Specifi-
cally, the citations per paper, sum of contributions in forming the c-
index, and sum of contributions in forming the c'-index, were graphed
versus paper number (Figs. 1–3 respectively).

4.2. Other weighted versions of the h-index

The h-index can be identical for authors with different order ranking
in the byline of publications. This deficiency has resulted in various
investigators proposing modifications to the h-index. Herein, two
straightforward methods to rank author productivity based upon byline
order were implemented. Other investigators have similarly considered
fractional weighing-based author order, including [13,14]. An equal-
weighting method has been suggested in which a paper is counted
fractionally according to the inverse of the total number of authors
[15]. It has also been proposed that the first author should receive lone
significance for weighting in a modified h-index [16].

The h-index can be identical for authors with very different total
citation characteristics. For papers cited fewer times than h, or citations
of an individual paper above h, no contribution is made to the h-index
[17]. Inclusion of the citation profile in weighting can assist in re-
medying this oversight [18]. Characterization of the excess citations
beyond the h2 citations of h-core papers (the h papers with h citations)
was found useful to compare the output of a group of scientists having
otherwise identical h-index [17,19]. The h-index can also be weighted
based upon citation impact [20].

4.3. Quantitative relationship of indices and parameters to author

The author ranking depicted in Table 6 is likely reflective of job
duties. Based on research into the backgrounds of those authors with
highest rankings, and also those with substantial variation in ranking
based on index type, author A is a senior investigator and lab director,
which is evident by their typical location as last author. Likewise, au-
thors B and D are senior investigators and lab directors, although not as
senior as A. This is indicated by their high ranking in the indices, and
they are also often listed last in the author order for publications, in
accord with their senior status. Author I is a relatively early investigator
and lab director, as is evident from the average year of publications for
papers used to calculate the characteristic indices (Tables 4 and 5).
Author I has many first and many last author status in the author
rankings, befitting transition to senior investigator. Author J is a senior
investigator but acts in an auxiliary capacity. Moreover, much of the
work of author J is published in biomedical engineering journals as
methodology, which is not often as well cited as papers published in
clinical journals. Author J was first author in most of the publications,
which is reflective of the description of new techniques by this author in
these papers. In comparison between the h-index versus c- and c'- in-
dices, author I's rank jumped from 9th place to 7th place, and author J
from 10th place to 8th place, for the 10 authors (Table 6). This reflects
the fact that many of the publications of authors I and J have few co-
authors, and their position on each paper is often 1 or 2 (1st or last, or
2nd or 2nd-to-last location in the ordering). Hence, the mean author
position of authors I and J rank the highest among the 10 authors
(Tables 4 and 5). Author A also ranked highly in terms of mean position
on publications, owing to often being listed last on papers, which, along
with the large number of cites per paper, resulted in c- and c'- indices of
greater magnitude as compared to the other authors. (Tables 4 and 5).
Although author B tended to publish papers with more authors, these
papers were often of high impact, with a large number of citations per
paper, and a high profile in terms of the graphs of cites per paper
(Fig. 1), contribution per paper to c-index (Fig. 2), and contribution per
paper to c'-index (Fig. 3).

The information contained in Tables 4 and 5, and in Figs. 1–3, in-
clude a much more complete picture of author productivity as com-
pared to the h-index alone. The average year of publication (see Tables

Fig. 2. Graphs of c-index sum of contributions versus paper number for 10
authors (same authors as in Fig. 1). The contributions for c-index are based on
author order and are fractional (see Methods). The ordinate axis has a log 10
scale.

Fig. 3. Graphs of c'-index sum of contributions versus paper number for 10
authors (same authors as in Fig. 1). The contributions for c'-index are based on
author order, they are normalized to a total weighting of unity for each paper,
and they are fractional (see Methods). The ordinate axis has a log 10 scale.
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4 and 5) is partly indicative of the degree of seniority of the author. The
average position on each paper is shown in the tables and is re-
presentative of the number of original studies contributed to by the
author (i.e. as first or senior author). The number of authors per paper
describes whether the studies were done by a relatively small group, or
resulted from an effort by a large number of investigators. The citations
per paper is expressive of the impact of the author studies. The traces of
cites per paper, and sum of contributions per paper (Figs. 1–3) show
whether the single value parameters are consistent among the collective
body of work of each author. For example, although the number of
citations per paper tend to show a slow decline for most authors, there
is a sharper drop-off for authors G and H (Fig. 1) which is reflective of
many citations being attributed to relatively few publications in these
authors' portfolios.

4.4. Limitations

The data presented in this study was based on a limited number of
10 authors. Although these authors were listed as the top 10 authors in
Google Scholar with keyword 'celiac disease' based upon total number
of publications, their respective contributions to celiac disease research
may not be as large as seemingly indicated. This is because the number
of research papers each author contributes related to celiac disease can
vary markedly. Some authors may devote their research solely to celiac
disease investigation, while other authors may have one or more ad-
ditional research topics to which they contribute to and publish fre-
quently. Different fields have differing citation rates [21]. To in-
vestigate celiac disease research contributions more fully, the number
of publications could be counted for all authors listed in Google Scholar,
and those authors with a top number of celiac disease publications
would then be included for computing indices. Though, this would be
more difficult to implement, as the information is not readily available
in a public database. Although two ways to weight author contribution
for each paper were used for calculations herein (c- and c'-indices),
based on author position and total number of authors per paper, there
are numerous other possible methods to weight author contribution per
paper. Furthermore, other factors were excluded in the calculations,
including journal rank [22]. Although the citation profile per paper
cannot be included in single-value indices, it was shown graphically
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, the way in which author contribution per paper
affected each author profile was shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Another factor
that should be considered in future studies, concerns whether the au-
thor publications are original research or reviews, editorials, or case
reports. This might require weighting the article type according to its
importance. Although the c- and c'-indices depend upon author posi-
tion, there is a lack of objective measure, and perhaps a lack of trans-
parency, in assigning effort attribution in terms of authorship location
on the byline. If however the error from the optimal assessment, which
is unknown, is randomly distributed, it should not substantially affect
the index values.

5. Conclusions

Measures of academic productivity are highly variable in terms of
the measurement parameters used, and the resulting ranking of authors
[23]. Some metrics are complex and difficult to calculate [8]. Many of
these indices use citation number as a foundation for calculation. The
basic unit of measurement is perhaps total citations [24], which is used
by Google Scholar. However, this metric could be due to a large number
of citations in one paper (if the number of author publications= 1) or
from many papers. By calculating h papers which reach h citations, the
h-index also considers the profile of citations over a number of papers.
Herein, author position on each paper was also considered (c-index)
and additionally, number of authors per paper was considered (c'-
index). All of these indices could be improved, as presently they only
provide a single number to state the productivity of each author. By

including additional parameters (Tables 4 and 5) a more complete
picture of author productivity is achieved. Furthermore, by graphing
traces of monotonically changing variables used in the calculations
(cites per paper, and weighted contribution of the author per paper;
Figs. 1–3) the entire profile of authors' most cited publications is ren-
dered. There are additional factors that may be included to enhance
author indexing, such as journal rank in which papers are published.
Still, this latter parameter may not be so important, because a paper
cited many times is likely to be excellent and impact the field of study,
regardless of the journal in which it is published.
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